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The general relation between the weak inclusive decays of bound and free
heavy quarks
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We derive a new parton formula for the inclusive B decays and briefly discuss its applications to semileptonic and
weak radiative decays of the B-meson.
1. INTRODUCTION
The inclusive B decays oer the most direct
way to determine the CKM parameters jVcbj and
jVubj and the internal structure of the B-meson.
Both tasks complement each other: an under-
standing of the connection between quark and
hadron properties is a necessary prerequisite for
a precise determination of the CKM matrix.
Weak B decays are particular simple in the
limit mb ! 1, when the decay rate of the B-
meson is completely determined by the decay rate
of the heavy quark itself. The account of the
soft degrees of freedom generates important pre-
asymptotic contributions due to the binding ef-
fects and Fermi-motion of the heavy quark inside
the hadron.
The leading non-perturbative correction is de-
scribed by a shape function F (x) which governs
the light-cone (LC) momentum distribution of
the heavy quark inside the hadron. Here x =
p+b =P
+
B is the LC fraction of the heavy-quark
momentum in the B-meson. The shape func-
tion arises as a result of resummation of an in-
nite set of leading twist corrections in the Heavy
Quark Expansion [1] and has been incorporated
into phenomenological models of inclusive decays
[2]. The impact of the Fermi motion has also
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been addressed in the parton models of Refs. [3]-
[5]. The approach of these works was based on
the hypothesis of quark-hadron duality, which as-
sumes that when a sucient number of exclusive
hadronic decay modes is summed up, the decay
probability into hadrons equals the one into the
free quarks. The b-quark was treated as a vir-
tual particle with mass m2b = x
2M2B, where MB
is the B meson mass, while the eects due to the
transverse motion of the b{quark were neglected.
The nal expressions obtained for the semilep-
tonic branching fractions exhibit a close analogy
with deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering.
The aim of this talk is to discuss the general-
ization [7] of the work of refs. [3]-[5]. The new
features are the treatment of the b-quark as an on-
mass-shell particle and the inclusion of the eects
of the b-quark transverse momenta. The main re-
sult is the derivation of a new parton formula for
the inclusive width, which is similar to the one
derived by Bjorken et al. [6] in case of innitely







where dΓ(free)=dq2 is the free-quark dierential
decay rate and the function R(q2) incorporates
the non-perturbative eects. In Eq. (1) q is the 4-
momentum of the W -boson. The structure of Eq.
(1) suggests that in the limit mb !1, mc !1
one hasR(q2) = 1, which means that the inclusive
width of the B-meson is the same as the inclusive
width at the free quark level. At the physical
b-quark masses the corrections due to the bound-
state factor R(q2) are important and sensitive to
the values of quark masses.
2. A NEW PARTON APPROXIMATION
The derivation of Eq. (1) is straightforward.
The modulus squared of the B-meson decay am-
plitude is jMBj2 = (G2F =2)jVq0bj
2lW , where
l and W are the leptonic and hadronic ten-
sors, respectively. Following the above assump-
tion the hadronic tensor W is given through
the optical theorem by the imaginary part of the








d2p?w(pq0 ; pb) 
[(pb − q)













is the parton matrix element squared. The nor-







2 = 1. We substitute
Eq. (2) into the expression for jMBj2 and note
that the contraction lw denes the modulus
squared of the b-quark decay amplitude: jMbj2 =
(G2F =2)jVq0bj















We now integrate the r.h.s. of Eq. (4) over d2p?,










The function !(q0; q









dxj (x; p2? )j
2; (6)
where p2 = m2b [(1 −  − t) − 
2t − 1],  =
xMB=q
+,  = m2q0=m
2
b , t = q
2=m2b , q
+ = q0 + jqj,
and j~qj is dened in the b-quark rest frame.
The integration limits in Eq. (6) follow from
the condition p2  0, while the region of inte-
gration in Eq. (5) is characterized by a quark
threshold, dened through the condition x1 =
min[1; x2]. For more details see [7].
3. SEMILEPTONIC B DECAYS
The non-perturbative ingredient in Eq. (6) is
the LC wave function  (x; p2?). In what follows,
we will adopt for the latter both a phenomeno-
logical ansa¨tz suggested in [4] (Model A) and the
LC wave functions corresponding to the various
equal time (ET ) wave functions derived in quark
potential models (Models B to E). There is a
simple operational (and unitary) connection be-
tween ET and LC wave functions (see, e.g., ref.
[8]), which allows to convert the ET wave func-
tion into a relativistic LC wave function. The
latter ones have been already used to calculate
the form factors of heavy-to-heavy and heavy-to-
light exclusive transitions [9]. In this contribution
we use the LC wave functions corresponding to
the quark models of refs. [10] (cases B to E).
The main dierence among the various quark
models relies in the behaviour of the ET wave
function at high momenta. Models B and C cor-
responds to a soft Gaussian ansa¨tz, whereas the
ET wave functions corresponding to models D
and E exhibit high momentum components gen-
erated by the one-gluon-exchange part of the in-
terquark potential.
We have calculated Eqs. (1) and (5-6) for the
inclusive decays B ! Xc(Xu)‘‘ adopting the
ve models A to E. In all cases the nonperturba-
tive eects lead to a suppression with respect to
the free-decay rate. The suppression factor varies
in the range from 0.69 (case D) to 0.95 (case
A) and it is sensitive both to the width of the
x-distribution and to the quark masses mb and
mq0 . We should stress that the ET wave functions
are derived from quark models containing con-
stituent quark masses constrained phenomenolog-
ically by B- and D-meson spectroscopy. Thus,
for each of the quark model considered we get a
dierent free-quark result. The values predicted
for ΓSL=Γ
(exp)
B exhibit a model dependence of
about 20%. The average over the various quark










(assuming the world average value BR
(exp)
SL =










Our result for jVubj is based on the preliminary
ALEPH measurement BR(b ! u‘‘) = (0:16 
0:04)% [11].
4. WEAK RADIATIVE DECAYS
The same approach can be applied to the inclu-
sive radiative decay B ! Xsγ that is one of the
central decays in the rare decays phenomenology.
The motion of the b-quark inside the B-meson
leads to a modication both of the inclusive rate
and the photon energy spectrum. The LC par-
tonic approximation for Γ(B ! Xsγ) is evaluated
using the magnetic photon penguin. The result







dxf(x; p2? ); (7)
with p2? = m
2
b(x=xmin−1), and xmin = 2q0=MB,
the mass of the strange quark being neglected.
In Table 1 the coecients Rγ obtained using
the above ansa¨tz for the LC wave function are
collected. We also report the branching frac-
tions BRγ = BR(B ! Xsγ) calculated using
the quark models A to E, showing the sensitiv-
ity of the theoretical predictions to the dierent
choices of the ET wave functions and constituent
quark masses entering the calculation. We use
jC(0)eff7γ j  0:3 and 1=EM = 137. Averaging




that agrees with the very recent preliminary up-
date from CLEO,BRγ = (2:500:470:39)10−4
[12], and the ALEPH measurement, BRγ =
(3:110:800:72)10−4 [13], within one standard
deviation.
Table 1
The ratio Rγ (Eq. (7)) and the branching fraction
BRγ (in units 10
−4) calculated within the quark
models A to E.
Model A B C D E
Rγ 0:96 0:94 0:88 0:88 0:88
BRγ 2:4 2:8 3:8 4:0 3:5
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